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Chapter 161: Game god’s explosive agreement (Part 36) 

The competition continued and no one knew what job the other person would use to PK.  This was 

because all accounts and jobs used were internal first class accounts with empty skill trees from 

«Heavenly Sword»’s system. 

This way, the competition was much more fair and professional. 

Bai Yan Nian competed earlier than Luo Qing Chen and took care of his enemy in around two and a half 

minutes.  Compared to the other workers, it was already considered quite fast! 

“Ah, Yan Nian is so strong!”  Xiao Chun had a mesmerized expression as she looked at Bai Yan Nian, 

looking like an obsessed fan. 

Hearing what Xiao Chen said, Luo Qing Chen felt three dots appear above her head.  She just revealed a 

helpless smile as she said, “You haven’t even played the game, so why did you sign up?” 

“You won’t understand!”  Xiao Chun revealed a bright smile as she looked at Bai Yan Nian on stage with 

crossed arms.  There was an obsessed smile on her face as she said, “I want to experience the feeling of 

being abused by a ‘great god’.” 

“Great god?”  Luo Qing Chen helplessly shook her head.  She crossed her arms and shed a tear for Xiao 

Chun’s ignorance. 

Not anyone in this world can be called a great god, alright?  If Bai Yan Nian with his level of skills could 

be considered a great god, wouldn’t Mu Qian Liu be considered a god among gods? 

After Bai Yan Nian finished his match, the next one to go was Luo Qing Chen. 

When they passed each other, Bai Yan Nian revealed a confident smile as he said to Luo Qing Chen, “As 

long as he dares bully you, brother will definitely bully him for you!” 

Luo Qing Chen revealed a faint smile and didn’t say anything.  After sitting down, she quickly adjusted 

her skill tree and her key bindings. 

After a minute, both sides had finished their builds. 

The enemy Huo Yan had chosen a long range damage job called Burning Sky.  This job was similar to the 

Void Jade that Demonic Year Young Master played, it could use large skills to deal damage and small 

skills to apply CC. 

Luo Qing Chen chose Flowing Light without even thinking, after all, this was an invincible job when it 

came to duels. 

The main reason was that she didn’t know how to play any other jobs!  It was all the system’s fault, 

when she redeemed for the Flowing Light skills, it didn’t add anything else! 

[……]  The system spread its non-existent hands.  Could this be blamed on it? 



As soon as the battle began, she immediately used a [Soul Ban] to trap the other side in place and then 

sent out three Soul Beads to directly deal two thirds of the other side’s HP in damage. 

Huo Yan was stunned for two seconds and wanted to remove the CC.  He never thought that Luo Qing 

Chen’s fingers would be heaven defyingly fast.  In just half a second, after a [Void Flow], she instantly 

[Soul Guiding Death] to bring the other side away, instantly popping him. 

This entire process took less than thirty seconds.  Luo Qing Chen used unbelievable speed to easily end 

this round. 

Just with a faint smile, the entire crowd was shocked. 

“Damn!” 

“God!” 

“This is simply!” 

“What happened?  This quickly? That Burning Sky didn’t even get to use a single skill!” 

“Who is that person!  She looks so pretty and her skills are first class!” 

The crowd all talked to each other and Luo Qing Chen couldn’t stop a small flower of joy from blooming 

in her heart. 

When she returned to her seat, Xiao Chun beside her looked at her in disbelief.  She couldn’t help 

swallowing a mouthful of saliva as she said, “Qing Qing, I never knew that you played this well!” 

“Remember, only this is worthy of being called a great god!”  Although it was a bit narcissistic, Xiao Chun 

was even able to put the title of ‘great god’ onto Bai Yan Nian, so there was nothing wrong with her 

being a bit narcissistic! 

After all, the difference between her and Bai Yan Nian was not just a little, alright? 

  

Chapter 162: Game god’s explosive agreement (Part 37) 

Bai Yan Nian who had just come down from the other side of the competition stage who hadn’t sat 

down yet was stunned in place. 

What had just happened?  Why did he just have a strange sense of deja vu? 

Also the fact that his goddess had taken care of her match faster than him, it made him feel a bit 

embarrassed…… 

But because of his confidence in his own skills, Bai Yan Nian fixed his blue and white tie and he released 

a vigorous aura, as he waited for the decisive battle. 

After an hour, there were less than twenty people left in the competition. 

Every one of Luo Qing Chen matches was a quick fight and very quick ending. 



Any it was different for Bai Yan Nian.  First the Void Jade job feared a hard to control meat shield the 

most, which was a job like Templar.  The more he fought, the more the others could see Bai Yan Nian’s 

habits which made it even more difficult for him to win quickly. 

When he only had a hundred HP left, he was blessed with a crit for his [Star Sword] that killed the other 

side’s Templar. 

The next person he would face was the girl he called a ‘goddess’, Luo Qing Chen. 

“Qing Chen, you’re quite good at Flowing Light.”  Sitting in front of her, Bai Yan Nian didn’t forget to 

praise her before the fight began. 

“I know.”  Luo Qing Chen gave a cold response, not giving him face at all. 

“Quickly call me brother and I’ll let you win!”  Bai Yan Nian’s words were to display his manly charm 

while also giving him a way down. 

It wasn’t like he didn’t see Luo Qing Chen’s skills just now, she was simply at the level of a great 

god.  Moreover in a duel, the Flowing Light job was invincible because she could deal damage and heal 

at the same time. 

“Don’t.”  Luo Qing Chen’s lips curled into a faint smile as her bright eyes looked up at him and she said, 

“You better focus on fighting to the death.  If you can win, it’ll be my fault!” 

It had to be said, Luo Qing Chen’s words made Bai Yan Nian feel very nervous. 

He really couldn’t lose!  Or it could be said that he couldn’t afford to lose!  If he lost, where would his 

face go in front of his goddess! 

Luo Qing Chen gave a yawn before she saw a familiar figure in the corner of her eye.  It only took her a 

second to recognize who that person was. 

This great god wouldn’t be worried that she would lose to Bai Yan Nian so he specifically came to cheer 

for her, right! 

No, the great god shouldn’t know that Demonic Year Young Master is Bai Yan Nian. 

After that, Luo Qing Chen’s heart skipped a beat.  Could it be the great god was participating in the 

competition? 

God!  The great god was stealing the working man’s meal! 

Before she even finished complaining in her heart, Bai Yan Nina jumped in front of her and sent out a 

small skill at her.  She instantly dodged it and sent out a control skill, firmly locking him in place. 

Although Bai Yan Nian had weak skills, he wasn’t a noob that hadn’t played the game before.  He 

steadily used a CC removal skill before using a [Starfall] to control Luo Qing Chen and following it with a 

[Heavenly Flame Profound Ice Fall]. 

Luo Qing Chen’s expression said, isn’t this person in too much of a rush!  She calmly dodged it and sent a 

[Soul Mirror] right beside him, before following it up with [Soul Beads] to land three hits. 



Seeing that Bai Yan Nian was only left with a sliver of HP, Luo Qing Chen didn’t chase him.  She instead 

popped her [Invincible Nirvana] on her full HP self to give herself a layer of golden light. 

After that, she easily sent Bai Yan Nian off with a normal attack! 

  

Chapter 163: Game god’s explosive agreement (Part 38) 

Luo Qing Chen had completely smashed Bai Yan Nian and it hadn’t even taken a minute. 

It was like the competition site exploded and even Xiao Chun who looked at Bai Yan Nian with obsessed 

eyes had now turned her gaze onto Luo Qing Chen. 

When Bai Yan Nian got off the stage, his brothers all began making fun of him. 

“I never thought someone who has been addicted to internet games since you were young would lose 

to a little girl!” 

Moreover, this girl is the one you want to chase.  Big brother, you won’t have any face this time!” 

“Go, go, go, we’re going out to drink!  We’ll get drunk and forget all these unhappy things!” 

But how could Bai Yan Nian be in any mood to drink!  He really felt that he had lost all his face and just 

wanted to dig himself a hole to hide in! 

The player who was second on the «Like Summer Flowers» battle ranking actually lost to a girl from the 

company who no one knew about! 

He didn’t accept it! 

“All of you scram for me!”  Bai Yan Nian roared out and scared everyone around him. 

As soon as his voice fell, he walked in Luo Qing Chen’s direction filled with anger.  He looked at her and 

said, “Let’s compete again, alright?” 

“Un humph?”  Luo Qing Chen slightly raised her brow and had a relaxed look on her face. 

“Qing Chen, you also know that the Flowing Light job is unparalleled in duels.” Bai Yan Nian had a look of 

unwillingness, but his voice was quite good still.  After all, in front of a goddess, he could only smile and 

say, “Let’s compete again and you won’t take Flowing Light this time, alright?” 

Damn!  What did this Bai Yan Nian want to do! 

System, system, calling the system! 

[If you want to exchange for skills for other jobs, you need to pay the corresponding exchange points!] 

System, you wouldn’t be hiking up the price, right! 

[The system isn’t that kind of system!] 

Luo Qing Chen thought about it, how could she completely destroy Bai Yan Nian! 

She had her answer after a second, she could only do it if she beat him with the same job! 



[Does the host wish to exchange for Void Jade job skills?  Yes/No.] 

Yes!  Very certain. 

[Ding, 500 exchange points has been taken.  Successfully exchanged for Void Jade professional gaming 

skills (Limited to only this word).] 

“Alright.”  There was an abnormal confidence in her smile.  She looked up at him and said, “We’ll wait 

for them to finish!” 

After all, other people were also playing and they couldn’t affect others. 

But she never thought that a magnetic voice would ring out in her ears.  It was different from the crisp 

sound of water, but rather it was deep and elegant, giving people a nice numbing sensation. 

“Open up another two computers.”  Mu Qian Liu came over from not far away with a faint smile on his 

face.  There was shattering glow in his eyes that penetrated the layers of defenses in her eyes, seeing 

through everything. 

Luo Qing Chen was stunned and couldn’t help feeling a bit nervous. 

“Director Mu——”  Everyone who saw Mu Qian Liu instantly stood up and smiled along with him, 

including Bai Yan Nian who had been angered to the point of wanting to duel Luo Qing Chen again. 

“Un.”  Mu Qian Liu nodded as he spoke with sparkling eyes. 

“The two of you, computers have been prepared in the right competition area, so please come this 

way.”  The beautiful secretary beside Mu Qian Liu came forward with a signature smile and spoke to the 

two of them. 

Bai Yan Nian was just filled with confidence.  He walked in front of Luo Qing Chen and reached the 

competition area before her. 

If it was just a chance to show off in front of his goddess before, now that Mu Qian Liu was here, it was a 

chance to display his talents! 

He definitely wouldn’t let go of a chance like this.  If he could become the main game planner for 

«Heavenly Sword», his status and his salary would soar! 
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Luo Qing Chen felt a bit nervous when looking at Mu Qian Liu who was casually standing on the side and 

her palms unknowingly began to sweat. 

Although with the system here and she had control of the world, so she wasn’t afraid! 

Since this was the male lead’s first time seeing her play first hand and it was after she had just 

exchanged for the Void Jade skills, she was a bit nervous. 



Bai Yan Nian was full of excitement and incomparable confidence as he sat in front of his computer 

adding his skill points.  Luo Qing Chen looked at the Void Jade skill tree and her lips curled, changing 

from the [Fire Set] normally used for duels to the [Ice Set] 

Void Jade was a very flexible job and compared to Flowing Light, Void Jade was the more popular one. 

This was because one could choose from three different attributes, which were [Fire Set], [Ice Set], and 

[Thunder Set]. 

[Fire Set] was mainly for duels. 

[Ice Set] was mainly for support. 

[Thunder Set] was mainly for farming. 

Most of the Void Jades in the game chose the Fire Set.  They all thought that the Fire Set could deal large 

amounts of damage, but that was not the case. 

After all, a [Fire Set] Void Jade focused mainly on dealing damage and had too few CC and CC removal 

skills, so they were easily taken care of by the enemy. 

It was different with the [Ice Set].  This attribute was called the support skill tree because the skills of 

this attribute were all CC skils! 

It had to be said, the number one Void Jade in the entire server should be an [Ice Set] Void Jade.  Being 

able to crit and CC at the same time, that was called exciting. 

Then why couldn’t she try it? 

After thirty seconds, they finished adjusting their keybinds and entered the competition field. 

Bai Yan Nian was the first to move, dashing to the area behind Luo Qing Chen.  She used an [Ice Seal] 

small skill to stop him halfway and because she completely invested in crit skills and runes, although it 

was only a small skill, it was still quite painful. 

Actually it wasn’t like this kind of Void Jade didn’t have its drawbacks.  The biggest drawback was that as 

long as you took an instant kill skill, it meant that before you could torture the other side to death, you 

would die first. 

So, this was a very skill heavy attribute that people didn’t normally play. 

This was because there were just too many dodge skills and if you didn’t dodge properly, you could give 

back the accumulated advantage you had. 

Or even lose the entire plate…… 

But Luo Qing Chen didn’t give Bai Yan Nian this chance! 

She played almost perfectly, dodging all of Bai Yan Nian’s skills.  It had to be said, Void Jade and Flowing 

Light was different after all.  Flowing Light could change to their light form to heal themselves, so they 

always had a way out. 



But it was different with Void Jade.  As the most fragile DPS job, as long as she was hit with a large skill, 

it would be hard for her to survive. 

Not to mention that this was the [Ice Set] Void Jade without any heavy damage skills. 

But Luo Qing Chen’s dazzling skills came out in this moment and blinded everyone here. 

She was running circles around Bai Yan Nian, following one CC skill after another, not giving Bai Yan Nian 

even a chance to breathe. 

Until…… 

The final small skill landed on him and he was killed. 

As for Luo Qing Chen’s [Ice Set] Void Jade, she actually didn’t lose a single point of HP. 

This was the legendary same job perfect kill! 

“Ah, ah, ah——” 

“Wow——” 

Almost at the same time, the employees present all cheered 

This was a cheer that came from their hearts, the respect given to an expert. 

Bai Yan Nian still didn’t submit, but he knew that whether it was in terms of control, skills, or skill 

connection, he was not at the same level as Luo Qing Chen! 

But he didn’t understand, had Luo Qing Chen played «Heavenly Sword» before?  Why was she so 

powerful? 

  

Chapter 165: Game god’s explosive agreement (Part 40) 

At the same time, Luo Qing Chen felt two pairs of eyes with different meanings falling on her.  They 

belonged to Bai Yan Nian and Mu Qian Liu. 

There was no need to mention Bai Yan Nian, those eyes were mainly filled with unwillingness and a bit 

of helplessness. 

Mu Qian Liu’s was different.  His deep eyes were dark for everyone, but there was a trace of pampering 

love in his eyes. 

Without knowing why, his normally calm as water heart, there were ripples that formed when he looked 

into her eyes for a few seconds. 

It was always said that a serious girl was the most moving and his relationship was also like this. 

He watched as Luo Qing Chen’s fingers flying in front of the computer and her large eyes were 

completely focused on the screen.  Even if she revealed a slight frown from time to time, it didn’t affect 

her playing at all. 



In the end, she only left the other side with a faint smile. 

This feeling was really good, this kind of contracted was really…..not bad. 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten.  Mission completion rate is now 60%.] 

Luo Qing Chen was stunned.  When the system’s voice rang in her mind, she had perfectly met Mu Qian 

Liu’s gaze who wasn’t standing far away. 

His brows slightly moved and he stood in the crowd with narrowed eyes.  The unique aura of his made 

him quite dazzling. 

Luo Qing Chen couldn’t help feeling that with this great god was standing in front of her, he felt distant, 

but also a bit real. 

Although Bai Yan Nian behind her wasn’t willing to submit, he did indeed see the difference between 

him and Luo Qing Chen.  Since he had lost the competition, he couldn’t lose in terms of style. 

“Qing Chen, you’re so powerful!”  He somewhat awkwardly walked over and stood in front of her with a 

sense of frustration. 

“I know.”  She nodded, not denying him. 

“You must have played this game before, right?”  A sparkle appeared in Bai Yan Nian’s eyes as he looked 

at her with a smile and said, “Which server, we can play together!” 

Luo Qing Chen thought: Yo, yo, yo, now you want to play with this treasure!  Why didn’t you want to 

play with this treasure on the battlefield! Why didn’t you want to play together when you were bullying 

this treasure in the Territory Battle!  Why didn’t you want to play together when you were tearing into 

this treasure in the world channel! 

This treasure also knows how to be angry and knows how to be in a mood! 

“There’s no need.”  Her eyes slightly lit up as she looked at the dazed Bai Yan Nian.  Her lips curled as 

she said, “After all, we are not enemies or friends.” 

After saying this, she elegantly turned around and headed off in the other direction. 

She left behind a stunned Bai Yan Nian. 

Not enemies or friends……What did that mean? 

Could it be that Luo Qing Chen was also on the «Like Summer Flowers» server….. 

On the other side, before Luo Qing Chen even reached her seat, she attracted the attention of countless 

people. 

“Girl, you were so powerful just now!  It’s a waste that you don’t play League of Legends with your 

skills!” 

“It’s good if you want to play Wang Zhe Rong Yao, our team is lacking a DPS!” 

[TL Note: 王者荣耀 is a popular mobile MOBA in China by Tencent] 



“Girl……” 

“Girl……” 

Luo Qing Chen just nodded with a smile, not saying anything. 

After all, the competition wasn’t over yet.  She easily won the next matches. 

She had swept through all the workers and when she thought she was going on stage to receive her cash 

price. 

The host said…… 

“Congratulations to our design department’s comrade Luo Qing Chen on entering the finals!” 

What?  Finals?  Shouldn’t they be congratulating her on being the champion? 

“Ke, ke.”  The host cleared his throat before saying, “In order to make our competition more interesting, 

our V Group’s director Mu will also be participating in this competition.” 

After that, the crowd exploded. 

“Director Mu also plays «Heavenly Sword»?” 

“Come and join the fun!” 

“Ah, ah, ah, I can finally see director Mu!” 

“What are you being so crazy for!” 

“You don’t know this, but director Mu was C University’s school hunk, my senior!” 

…… 

Luo Qing Chen couldn’t help caring about something different than the crowd! 

What she paid attention to was: WTF?  The boss is really coming to steal the working man’s lunch!? 

  

Chapter 166: Game god’s explosive agreement (Part 41) 

“There’s no harm in trying.”  Mu Qian Liu saw her stunned face and spoke in a gentle voice. 

He just wanted to see, just how powerful was his contracted. 

Of course, if he was completely destroyed by her, he would be able to enjoy the feeling of destroyed. 

“Ha!  Ha!  Ha!  Good director Mu!”  Luo Qing Chen felt like she was laughing as convulsions appeared on 

her lips! 

It was like she was playing Fighting the Landlord and she was just a single step from the end! 

Then a “bomb” came out of nowhere and sent her flying, going back several steps. 

It really was frustrating! 



She saw Mu Qian Liu walk onto the stage in front of everyone.  She looked up at him and she could see a 

faint smile in his eyes, as well as a trace of pampering love. 

She took a deep breath and sat down on the stage.  After taking two mouthfuls of the matcha milkshake 

Xiao Chun bought her, she sat up straight and adjusted her mental state. 

During this time, she didn’t forget to have a conversation with her system! 

System, system, do you think I can beat Mu Qian Liu? 

[Fifty-fifty chance!]  The system’s cold voice replied. 

Your meaning is that your skills aren’t strong enough!?  I want a refund! 

[The exchange for skills is a copy of the strongest person for that job in all of «Heavenly Sword»’s 

servers.]  The system promised, it wasn’t just speaking nonsense! 

Can you put it a bit simpler? 

[This means that if the host exchanged for Light Blade skills, it would mean that it would be a copy of Mu 

Qian Liu’s skills.  Your skills would be an exact copy of each other.] 

Damn!  Are you praising the male lead?  No, you’re praising the bystander as the number one Light 

Blade? 

[The facts are like this.] 

Luo Qing Chen shrugged her shoulders and didn’t respond to the system! 

After all, she also thought this! 

Mu Qian Liu picked Light Blade as expected.  In order to make it more likely she would win, she changed 

her Flowing Light main page to focus on crit instead. 

The main reason was to stop herself from running out of HP.  When she changed into her light form, she 

could crit heal herself and heal herself to full. 

The instant the match began, Mu Qian Liu’s lips slightly curled.  He didn’t show any mercy as he sent out 

a [Set Wind Wave], locking her in place before sending out a [Wild Kill] to take off a third of her HP. 

She promised that if the other side wasn’t Mu Qian Liu, she would have definitely dodged that Wild 

Kill.  After all, even if it was Mu Qian Liu, she had been hit when she was halfway finished using her CC 

removal skill. 

After that, to not show any weakness, with a [Soul Ban] and an instant [Soul Bead], she took a third of 

the other side’s HP. 

Mu Qian Liu’s lips curled slightly and the smile in his eyes became stronger. 

It was the same for him, the instant he used his CC removal skill, he was hit by Luo Qing Chen’s [Soul 

Bead]. 

“Wow!”  The crowd was filled with cheers. 



“Ze, ze, ze, director Mu was actually this good at games!” 

“This is a true match between gods!” 

…… 

After three minutes, Mu Qian Liu seized a chance to apply CC to her before following with a [Blazing 

Light Kill].  Luo Qing Chen’s heart skipped a beat before she instantly used the light form’s only CC 

removal skill [Light Wall].  She followed it with an [Invincible Nirvana] that healed her to full. 

But she knew that although she was full HP, she was at a disadvantage since all her skills were on 

cooldown. 

In that instant, Mu Qian Liu charged at her with her full HP, quickly sending out the big move [Thousand 

Flashy Scattered Blades] at her. 

Seven parts of damage, she didn’t have any CC skill, so there was no doubt she would die. 

But when Mu Qian Liu had released five attacks and Luo Qing Chen only had a trace of HP, he stopped. 

The two large swords on his back released a golden blood red light that surrounded him as he released 

his [Blood Battle Art], leaving him with only a sliver of HP. 

In that instant, there was a buzz in Luo Qing Chen’s head as her heart was moved. 

In that instant, he just stood there in front of her like a demon that fell out of the sky, truly looking like a 

god. 

He was so handsome that he was glowing…… 

After a few seconds, she raised her hand to release a normal attack and took the rest of Mu Qian Liu’s 

HP, ending the match. 
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Many years later, when she thought about this match again, her lips would curl into a smile. 

After all, she felt she had been teased. 

But after this competition, it wasn’t like there were no gains for her! 

Other than the five thousand RMB, she also gained the title of great god of «Heavenly Sword», as well as 

the mesmerized gaze of many fans! 

She was also helpless about this, alright? 

As for Demonic Year Young Master, he became even more active in the game! 

For example, tonight. 

[Horn] Demonic Year Young Master: Looking for Dragon Spring Water and Emperor’s Ink. PM me if you 

have a price. 



[World] Listen to the Wind Blowing: Young Master has been collecting things lately, does he want to 

increase his battle power? 

[World] Only Love Young Master: Looking for a Double Seventh Festival Set, PM Young Master if you 

have one. O(∩_∩)O~ 

[World] Candy Consort: @Only Love Young Master, do you dare not be this shameless? A set that cost a 

thousand RMB, you’re not embarrassed to have someone else pay? 

[World] Only Love Young Master: You’re jealous? 

[World] Rain God: @Candy Consort, ignore her. A whore with a dog, live a long life together! 

[World] Darling West Sound: He, he. 

[Horn] Demonic Year Young Master: West Sound, you’re playing again? 

Bai Yan Nian in front of the computer was a bit excited since Darling West Sound was his last, last 

contracted. 

He had always liked her quite a bit. Gentle, cute, and a student. She also looked quite good. 

Because she went overseas for a few months, she stopped playing the game and stopped contacting 

him. 

Now that she was back, without knowing why, Demonic Year Young Master felt his heart began to 

throb! 

Properly speaking, since he entered a contract with Only Love Young Master, there was no lack of 

money spending. 

All kinds of new sets and dungeon materials. 

As long as she spoke, he had to respond to her. 

But he felt lately that this girl had become a bit more aggressive. 

The sets she wanted were all limited editions which had a sky high price. Moreover, the more important 

thing was that when he was in a YY call with her, he felt that she was using a cute loli voice changer! 

Moreover, she had never given him her phone number and had denied his requests to meet her! 

What use was this kind of contract? Perhaps even her photo was false! 

[World] Darling West Sound: You still care if I’m back or not? 

[World] Only Love Young Master: Who are you? 

Ye Ying Ge narrowed. She was not a fool, naturally she knew that this Darling West Sound had a 

previous relationship with Demonic Year Young Master. 

But why did this girl suddenly come back!? 

[PM] Demonic Year Young Master: Reed Song, are you there? 



[PM] Only Love Young Master: Un, Young Master, kiss kiss. I’ve heard that you’ve been invited to the 

experts anniversary banquet, do you need a female companion? 

It was hard for her to get a local tyrant, she definitely couldn’t let him be stolen from her! She had to 

move Demonic Year Young Master before he said the words ‘breaking the contract’. 

As expected, Bai Yan Nian in front of the computer was moved. No matter what this girl named Reed 

Song was considered the number one beauty of the «Like Summer Flowers» server. If he could bring her 

to the anniversary celebration, perhaps he could make Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust and that 

Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud jealous. 

Ha, ha, ha. Thinking of this, he changed his mind. 

[PM] Demonic Year Young Master: Wife, kiss, kiss, then we’ll go together at that time. You are so 

beautiful, you’ll definitely stun the entire banquet! 

[PM] Only Love Young Master: Humph! I’m using a small hammer to hit you, you actually still haven’t 

forgotten your previous love…… (aggrieved look) 

[PM] Demonic Year Young Master: Aiyo, baby, aren’t you thinking too much? I only love you. If you don’t 

believe, watch my next horn. 

After a few seconds, there was a new message from Demonic Year Young Master to Darling West Sound. 

[Horn] Demonic Year Young Master: Naturally I don’t care! After all, I have a wife! Wife, kisses! 

[PM] Only Love Young Master: Kisses, Young Master. 
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[World] Little Bean: Truly disgusting. 

[World] Different Firework: There’s no need to eat dinner anymore. 

[World] Rain God: I don’t know why when some people show love, I feel it is very sweet.  When 

Demonic Year Young Master shows love, I feel it is especially disgusting. 

[Horn] Demonic Year Young Master: Who cares about you!  Come up to the horn channel if you have the 

skills! 

“Ding dong——” 

Luo Qing Chen had been watching the crowd attacking Demonic Year Young Master in the world channel 

when a message sound cut through her thoughts. 

[Contract] Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud: I’ll come pick you up for the anniversary celebration.  Are you 

in S City? 

[Contract] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: No need, no need.  I can go by myself, I also have to go pick 

up Life Written in Water. 



The great god was coming to pick her up!  That would shorten her life, it was better to forget it! 

[Contract] Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud: That’s fine. 

– 

It had to be said, Luo Qing Chen had been gaming relatively less lately.  After all, as the original designer 

for the new job in «Heavenly Sword», it wasn’t good for her to keep taking time off. 

Although she took quite a bit of time off. 

Most of the reasons were…… 

“Director Mu, I don’t feel good today……” 

“Director Mu, my little sister has a fever today……” 

“Director Mu, my bunny is sick today……” 

…… 

Actually the true reason was—— 

Battlefield! 

Territory Battle! 

Nation Battle! 

After all the excuses she were used up, she could only obediently go back to working overtime! 

But she didn’t know that on a certain afternoon, when all the departments were holding a meeting. 

Ye Ying Ge had come back to the company to tidy up her things.  As long as she thought of Luo Qing 

Chen causing her to lose her job, she was very unwilling.  If she didn’t give her a piece of her mind, her 

heart would be blocked the whole time. 

However when she wanted to accidentally spill a drink on her original painting, she never thought that 

when she accidentally touched her mouse and opened the desktop. 

It was a screen that she was very familiar with, «Heavenly Sword». 

She never thought anything since Luo Qing Chen was «Heavenly Sword»’s original artist, it was very 

normal for her to log into the game. 

But when she saw the ID, she was stunned in place. 

Eastern! 

Painted! 

Brocaded! 

Dust! 



She was actually Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust!  Why was Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust a girl! 

She was actually disgusted when she thought of this.  She wanted to hug Eastern Painted Brocaded 

Dust’s leg, but she never thought that she was actually a girl! 

It was a good thing she was smart and changed her target to Demonic Year Young Master, otherwise she 

would have been filled with regret right now! 

After a while, when she recovered from her shock, the door to the conference room slowly opened. 

She quickly left Luo Qing Chen’s place and headed towards the back door. 

The current Ye Ying Ge was in a panic! 

Tomorrow was the «Heavenly Sword» anniversary celebration and Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust was 

the «Like Summer Flowers» server’s number two player, so naturally she was going.  When Demonic 

Year Young Master saw such a beauty, perhaps her fat duck would fly away! 

No, definitely not! 

She already made a decision when she thought of this, which was definitely not to let Luo Qing Chen not 

go to the celebration! 

Her eyes narrowed and she took out a cell phone with gritted teeth to call her cousin who was a street 

thug. 

“Cousin, help me kidnap someone tomorrow morning.  Get on the highway after you kidnap her and 

bring her as far as you can in the direction of our old home.  When the matter is over, you can bring her 

back. 

Like this, it would be unknown to everyone, right? 

  

Chapter 169: Game god’s explosive agreement (Part 44) 

Ye Ying Ge’s plan proceeded very smoothly.  The next morning, Luo Qing Chen was covered in a hemp 

bag as soon as she went out and was thrown into the back of a hauler truck. 

This is simply!  What slut wanted to murder her! 

At the same time, the driver Mu Qian Liu sent to pick up Luo Qing Chen was following the truck while 

also reporting the situation to his boss. 

Although Luo Qing Chen had already rejected him in the game, saying she didn’t need him to pick her 

up, he was still a gentleman.  He received her address from human resources and had a driver pick her 

up, giving her a pleasant surprise. 

He never thought that the moment the driver arrived, he would see her being pulled into a car and 

taken away. 



“Who kidnapped her?”  The eyes of Mu Qian Liu on the other side of the call turned cold.  It was like his 

eyes alone could freeze everything around him. Even the beautiful secretary beside him was trembling 

in fear, like she saw a ghost in the middle of July. 

“I don’t know the details, but it seemed like a street thug.”  The driver was tightly following the hauler 

truck, not daring to relax at all.  He was staring forward, but he didn’t forget to report, “Boss, I’m going 

on the highway now.” 

“Follow.”  His brows knit and his face turned dark.  His fingers quickly flew across the keyboard and he 

used an unknown hacking software to enter all the surveillance videos around Luo Qing Chen’s house. 

It was like his driver had said, the ones who took his contracted had been prepared. 

After that, his brows narrowed again.  He hacked all the surveillance cameras taking pictures of license 

plates on the highway and finally he saw the two vehicles on the Huai Hai Highway entrance. 

The record was from five minutes ago, which meant that Luo Qing Chen was already on the highway. 

This highway was an hour and half long and one couldn’t stop or turn on the highway.  Just where did 

these people want to take her? 

“License plate: MA5807.  Investigate who the owner is and all his close relative and friends. 

“Yes, director Mu.”  The beautiful secretary quickly opened her laptop and began typing on the 

keyboard. 

After three minutes, she stood up and said, “The owner’s name is Ye Wei, he had a cousin who was fired 

from the V Group just a few days ago.” 

“Ye Ying Ge?” 

“Yes, director Mu.” 

His eyes became even darker.  It was like a horn of death was blown and his aura became incomparably 

strong. 

He picked up the keys to his Maserati Ghibli beside him and walked downstairs. 

“Ding ling——” 

As soon as he stood up, his cell phone rang.  He looked at the caller ID, it was Cold Moon Heaven Light 

who he had exchanged numbers with yesterday. 

“I say, Thousand Snow, you really aren’t kind!  You said you would send a beauty to pick me up, but now 

you’re leaving me in the cold wind?”  Cold Moon Heaven Light complained into his phone. 

“I’m going to pick up Qing Chen, something has happened.”  Mu Qian Liu knit his brows as he panicked a 

bit. 

This was his first time panicking in his life, he was afraid that something would happen to her. 

“Who?  Qing what?” 



“Eastern Painted.” 

“Pu, Eastern Painted’s name is so girly!  It’s just like the little loli she had made!”  Cold Moon Heaven 

Light laughed on the other side of the phone, not feeling the cold coming from Mu Qian Liu at all. 

“Un, I’ll talk to you later.”  After saying this, Mu Qian Liu hung up without saying a thing and walked out 

the door. 

The beautiful secretary quickly followed behind him and said, “Director Mu, let me handle this matter, I 

will definitely bring her back safely.  The «Heavenly Sword» anniversary celebration is about to begin.” 

“There is no «Heavenly Sword» without her.” 

  

Chapter 170: Game god’s explosive agreement (Part 45) 

Mu Qian Liu hadn’t even gone downstairs yet when a group of journalists here for the anniversary 

celebration swarmed him. 

They held their microphones to interview this young tyrant who was already worth over several 

hundred million or to take more pictures of his handsome face. 

“Director Mu, at least say a few words before leaving.”  The beautiful secretary said beside him in a low 

voice. 

She was panicking a bit.  For «Heavenly Sword» to have this day, it involved quite a lot of people’s blood, 

sweat, and tears.  This anniversary celebration was more for showing their year of «Heavenly Sword» 

players and their income. 

To be honest, she had followed director Mu for this long and she had never seen him abandon the 

greater picture like this to move alone once. 

In her eyes, her boss was cool, calm, courageous, and prudent.  He always had a plan B no matter what 

he did, planning ahead to a non human level. 

She admired this kind of Mu Qian Liu and she looked up to him with heartfelt emotions. 

But the current him, it simply did not seem like Mu Qian Liu. 

His eyes were cold and his brows were knitted. 

The anniversary celebration was about to begin and the banquet hall was just to the left.  As the V 

Group’s chief executive, he had a responsibility and obligation to say a few words. 

But right now, his worry about a person’s safety had surpassed everything. 

He knew that the truck was already on the highway and he couldn’t catch up even if he had a race car, 

but he still wanted to go. 

He wanted to head in her direction and chase her. 



“Understood.”  After a while, he narrowed his eyes.  His voice was as cold as dead water as he headed 

towards the banquet hall. 

The host of the banquet hall was already introducing the experts of each server, letting them come onto 

the stage to enjoy the limelight. 

– 

At the same time, Bai Yan Nian was standing at the entrance of the banquet hall, waiting for his female 

companion, the number one beauty in the entire server to come. 

Without knowing why, he was a bit excited.  There was an ID card and a room card at a five star hotel in 

his right pocket that made him even more excited. 

It didn’t matter if he couldn’t get his goddess, he was still the contracted of the number one beauty in 

the entire server.  Like this, he would take back the face he lost during the past few days. 

But he never thought that before his contracted came, he would meet a person that would disgust him. 

It was the old woman who hooked his dad and had been chased out of the company by director Mu, Ye 

Ying Ge! 

“Yo, who is it now?  Old sister, you still have the face to come back to the company?”  Bai Yan Nian 

looked at the slightly old fashioned Ye Ying Ge in her golden dress not far away and taunted her in a cold 

voice. 

He really didn’t know where her confidence came from, dressing up at her age, it really hurt his eyes. 

“Scram!”  Ye Ying Ge rolled her eyes and crossed her hands as she said, “Trash like you, you’re only 

worthy of standing at the door to welcome guests.  Pei——” 

There have been many bad things lately.  She hadn’t gotten rid of the Luo Qing Chen matter in her heart 

and there was more trouble. 

“I’m sorry old sister, I was invited here!  I am completely different from you who is selling your body to 

gain position!”  Bai Yan Nian gave a snort, as he looked at her with eyes filled with disdain. 

In his eyes, this old lady wasn’t even worthy of holding his shoes.  Just being in the same space polluted 

the air! 

“You?”  Ye Ying Ge’s shoulders trembled as she laughed, “Just you?  You can also be invited? Ha, ha, ha, 

ha, you really are making me laugh myself to death!  You don’t even practice before saying lies!” 

“I’m lying?”  Bai Yan Nian gritted his teeth and pointed at her nose as he said, “Just wait until the host 

reads my name and then I’ll ask if your face hurts or not!” 

 


